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A freely rotating linear chain, formed by N (N ~ 2) atoms with N —1 "bonds" of fixed lengths, is stud-
ied in three spatial dimensions. The classical (c) theory of that constrained system is formulated in terms
of the classical transverse momentum —a, , and angular momentum lJ, associated to the jth "bond"
(j =1, . . . , N —1). The classical Poisson brackets of the Cartesian components of —a, , and 1, , are
shown to close an algebra. The quantization of the chain in spherical polar coordinates is carried out.
The resulting "curved-space" quantization yields modified angular momenta I, . Quantum-mechanical
transverse momenta (e, ) are constructed. The commutators of the Cartesian components of e, and 1j
satisfy a closed Lie algebra, formally similar to the classical one for Poisson brackets. Using e~'s and 1,-'s,
the quantum theory is shown to be consistent by itself and, via the correspondence principle, with the
classical one. Several properties of e, and the modified 1, are given: some sets of eigenfunctions
(modified spherical harmonics, etc.) and uncertainty relations. As an example, the case of N =3 atoms
in two spatial dimensions is worked out. The peculiar properties of the chain regarding distinguishabili-
ty at the quantum level play an important role in justifying the absence of a "Boltzmann counting" fac-
tor [(N —1)!] in its classical statistical distribution. The physical limitations and the methodological
virtues of the model at the classical and quantum levels, and its relationship to previous works by
different authors, are discussed.
PACS number(s): 05.20, —y, 03.20.+ i, 03.65.—w, 36.20.—r
I. INTRODUCTION
A freely jointed or freely rotating linear chain (or
discretized string) is formed by N (~ 2) atoms so that the
N —1 relative distances ("bonds" or "links" ) between any
pair of successive neighbors along it are fixed. Such a
system provides, for very large N, a simplified model for
polymers (in the framework of classical statistical
mechanics) [1—7] and, for N=2, a description of low-
energy (rotational) degrees of freedom in diatomic mole-
cules [8]. Internal rotations of successive "bonds" in a
real linear polyatomic molecule are not absolutely free
but hindered [2—4]. However, the idealized freely jointed
chain, in which no internal rotation is hindered but free,
constitutes a zeroth-order approximation, and its under-
standing continues to play an interesting role. A quan-
tum theory of a freely jointed molecular chain appears to
be interesting for, at least, the following reasons: (a) it
may play a role in describing very-low-energy phenomena
in small linear polyatomic molecules (say, for small
N )2, and for energies smaller than vibrational and elec-
tronic ones), similar to that of the quantum theory of a
rigid top in accounting for global (or overall) rotational
spectra [8], (b) for N~ oo (very large molecules), it may
happen that a proper understanding of certain features of
the corresponding statistical distributions is reached only
through the quantum-mechanical approach. Finally, we
also remind the reader of the importance of dynamical
variables, which satisfy simple relationships (and, in par-
ticular, give rise to closed algebras), either in the classical
domain (via Poisson brackets) or at the quantum level
(through commutators) [9—11].
This work will have several purposes: (1) to formulate
the classical theory of the freely jointed molecular chain,
from the standpoint provided by certain classical vari-
ables, the Poisson brackets of which enjoy rather remark-
able properties; (2) to quantize the chain, using suitable
quantum analogues of the above classical variables; (3) to
discuss some features of its quantum and classical statisti-
cal mechanics. Interactions among non-neighboring
atoms and excluded-volume forces will be disregarded in
the present treatment (alternatively, the chain may be as-
sumed to be near the 8 temperature [3]).
The contents of the work are the following. Section II
deals with the classical theory: Sec. II A presents the dy-
namics of the chain in terms of the transverse momentum
—a, and of the angular momentum I, for the jth
"link, " while Sec. IIB displays the Poisson brackets of
the Cartesian components of a. , and 1,. Section III in-
troduces the quantization of the chain. The quantum
variables (eJ and the modified angular momentum IJ) and
the Hamiltonian are treated in Secs. III A and III B, re-
spectively. The commutators of those variables are given
in Sec. IV A. Section IV B discusses the correspondence
principle for their expectation values. Several interesting
or curious properties of e and I are collected in Sec. V:
further representations for their algebra, modified spheri-
cal harmonics and other eigenfunctions, uncertainties,
etc. Section VI discusses the case N=3 in two spatial di-
mensions. Distinguishability properties in a quantum
chain, a discussion of the associated quantum and classi-
cal statistical mechanics for the chain, are given in Sec.
VII. The quantization of a macromolecule with links of
given lengths has attracted, in the past, a lot of activity.
As a result of the latter, a conventional wisdom (based
upon quantized vibrations of very stiff springs, as starting
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point) has arisen, with which the philosophy of this work
(based upon rigid links at the classical level, from the
outset) appears to bear some differences. Section VIII A
discusses comparison with previous works (in particular,
regarding classical statistical mechanics), the assumed ab-
sence of hindered rotations, the role of vibrations, and
the conventional wisdom referred to above versus the
standpoint of the present work. Finally, the conclusions
are given in Sec. VIII B.
II. CLASSICAL THEORY
A. Dynamical variables and Hamiltonian
In three-dimensional space, we shall consider N( &2)
classical nonrelativistic point particles with masses m;
( & 0) and positions and momenta x; and p; „
i =I, . . . , N. We shall introduce the center-of-mass
(c.m. ) and relative position vectors, X, and y„
s=1, . . . , N —1, through
N N
X, =M 'gm;x;, M= gm;,
rotating chain: the distances y, between the sth and the
(s + 1)-th particles equal constants (the "bond lengths" )
y, =d, , s=1, . . . , N —1 . (2.2)
Notice that this discretized string is neither rigid nor
closed. In fact, neither the distances between the sth and
the jth particles, ~s —j ~ & 1 nor, in particular, the one be-
tween the first and the Nth particles are constant. Hav-
ing imposed (2.2), neither y, nor the corresponding conju-
gate (radial) momenta will appear any longer as dynami-
cal variables. Then, when going to the quantum theory,
no problem will arise in connection with the uncertainty
principle for those (consistently disregarded) radial vari-
ables. In what follows, H, will denote the restriction of
T, after having imposed (2.2). Since no further interac-
tion [besides the holonomic constraint (2.2)] acts upon
any particle, H, coincides with both the classical La-
grangian and Hamiltonian. By using y, =0, and
y, =d, (8,ue +y sin8, u },one expresses H, as
S S
01
y, =x, +1—x, , s=1, . . . , N —1 .
The classical kinetic energy T, =g+ &(2m;) 'p;, reads,
in terms of X, and the y,':
ON —1
fN —1
(2.3)
N —1
T, =2 'MX, +2 ' g y, (A '), y
s,j=1
(a dot denoting the first time derivative). One has
( A ' ), = ( A ' )J, ,
(A '), =M ' g mg6=1 ( o7 S J
In spherical polar coordinates, let O, and y, be the polar
and azimuthal angles characterizing y„according to
standard conventions [10,11]. We shall also introduce
the following unit vectors (which, for given s, are orthog-
onal to each other):
&c.m. c =~„. Hc ~e,c =
c.n. s'
BH,BH,
7T
aO,
' " ay, (2.4)
being the transpose of:-. G is a symmetric and non-
singular [2(N —1)]X[2(N—1)] matrix, which depends
on O„y„.. . , ON „y& 1. On physical grounds, since
the quadratic form g+,y, ( A ), .y. is positive definite,
it appears that the same should be true for = G:-. All
these are consistent with the methods known to deal with
dynamical systems subject to holonomic constraints
[12—14]. One introduces the classical momenta II,
~z „m „canonically conjugate to X, , O„y„respec-
tively, through
us
cosy, sinO,
sing, sinO,
cosO,
Upon expressing H, (2.3) in terms of II, „n.s „n.
through (2.4), one finds
cosy, cosO,
u6} = sing, cosO,
—sinO,
—sing,
H= rI +—'eG1c 2M c.m. , c 7
7T
N —1'
C+N —1'
(2.5)
Q~ = cosmos
0
(2.1) G ' being the inverse of the matrix G. The classical
transverse rnomenturn associated with the sth "bond" is
—a, , /d„where
as well as the row vectors u, , u& and u, which are ob-
tained by transposing (T) the column vectors (2.1}. One
has y, =y,u„y, = ~y, ~.
The following basic assumption characterizes the freely
—a, , =u~ erg, +u~ (sin8, ) 'm, , u, a, ,=0 . (2.6)
For simplicity, we shall also call —asc the transverse
momentum thereby omitting d, '. One also has
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—a, , =u, Xl, „l,, =y, XII, , (2.7)
N —1
H, = II, , + —,' g (ddt) '( —a, , )C, ( —a~, ) .
s,j=l
(2.8)
For each s,j, C, is a 3X3 matrix, which depends on |91,
X denotes here vector product. l, , is the classical (orbit-
al) angular momentum and
N —1
II, , =V. T, = g (A ')„y,i=1
is the classical momentum before imposing (2.2), both as-
sociated with the sth "link." By using (2.6), in order to
introduce the a' s, (2.5) becomes [ —a, ,
=up harp, +u (sin8, ) 'm, ]:
y, , . . . , ON, , y&, , is determined uniquely through
(2.5) and (2.6) and (2.8) and fulfills C, =C, . The general
expressions will be omitted.
We consider the unique solution X, (t '),
8,(t'), sp, (t'),s= I, . . . , N —1, in 0(t'(t, of the
Lagrange equations corresponding to (2.3) [of course,
after having imposed (2.2)]. That solution is determined
fully by two given sets of data: (X, (0),
8, (0),q&, (0),s =1, . . . , N —1}at t'=0 and (X, , 8„y„
s =1, . . . , N —1) at t'=t Let H, (t') be the kinetic ener-
gy (2.3) corresponding to that unique solution. Then, let
c c ~ c.m. ~81'mls . s 8N —lf tv —i )
= f dt'H, (t')0
be the corresponding action, for fixed initial data at t'=0,
as the final data at t'= t vary. Through general analytical
dynamics [12],one derives the Hamilton-Jacobi equation:
BS, BS,
,
BS,
+(2M) '(Vx S, ) +2 ' g (d, d ) ' up +u„(sin8, )' a8, ' ' a+, C,
as,
,
'as,
X up +u (sin8~ } =0. (2.9)
B. Poisson brackets
Let a. . .l, , denote the Cartesian components of a, „I, „respectively, o;=1,2, 3. If A„B, are classical variables,
which, at most, may depend on the Cartesian components II.. .y, of II, „y„respectively, we remind the reader that
their Poisson bracket is
N —1 3
I A„B,] =
s=l a=1
BA,
all„.
BB,
Bys, a
BA,
By,
BB,
BII.
,..-
(2.10)
We sha11 give the Poisson brackets for a. . .l, , A
look at the first Eq. (2.7), indicates that those variables
are independent on y„and then the constraints (2.2) will
play no role in the computation of the Poisson brackets.
Using the first equations (2.1) and (2.7), some lengthy, but
straightforward calculations, yield (a,P, y=1,2, 3):
A„,= [H„A, , ]
N —1
(d, d) ) '( —a, , )C„(—aj, ), A „,
s,j=1
(2.13)
I as c a, as c p] = aprls, c r' I ls c a, as c p]
~apy~s, c, y
to which one should add the well-known ones
Il. . .l, , p]= —e p l, ,
(2.11)
(2.12)
which, as it stands, will be helpful in Sec. IV B in order to
apply the correspondence principle for the freely jointed
chain.
Finally, we notice the following consequences of (2.7):
{2.14)
e &~ is the standard totally antisymmetric tensor with
three indices (e,23=+1, etc.). The Poisson brackets for
different values of s vanish, clearly. The closed algebra
(2.11) and (2.12) will provide an interesting consistency
test for the quantum theory.
Let A, , denote any Cartesian component of —a„, or
l„,. The time evolution, in differential form, for A, , is
given by
III. QUANTUM VARIABLES AND HAMILTONIAN
A. Dynamical variables
We shall now assume that all particles in the freely ro-
tating chain are microscopic and nonidentical, and un-
dertake the task of quantizing (2.8). A quantum state of
the chain, at time t, is represented by a complex wave
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function g(t;X, u„. . . , u~, ), which, by assumption,
is periodic in each tp, (s =1, . . . , N 1—) with period 2ir
[instead of 8„y, use is made of the equivalent u„by vir-
tue of the first equation (2.1)]. For any pair of wave func-
tions g; =1(,( t;X, u, , . . . , u~, ) we introduce their
scalar product ([du]= g, =,'d8, dy, ):
( 4] ((2)=Id'X..f [du]golgi (3.1)
The integrations in (3.1} extend over the whole
configuration space for X, and the whole solid angle for
each pair 8„g&„while g=(detG)'~, detG being the
determinant of the matrix that appears in (2.3). We recall
that any acceptable quantum variable 8 should be a Her-
mitian operator, that is, (P&,Bfz)=(BQ&,A)2) for any
We shall consider the "naive" quantum analogs
—a„lo, of the classical variables —a, „l,, They are
given by the direct quantum versions of (2.6) and (2.7) (i)i
being Planck's constant)
,
a= uXl ,0=i% us +u (sin8, }
lo, =y,X( ifiVy —) .
(3.2)
I, =g ' Io, + (cot8, )u„g'~i' (3.4)
The expressions for the Cartesian components eo,
0.= 1,2, 3, of eo, in spherical polar coordinates read
sing,
eo, & =&A —cosO, cosy, +' i3O, sinO,
Clearly, lo, is the standard orbital angular momentum,
and its expression in terms of O„qr, and partial deriva-
tives thereof is well known [10,11]. We emphasize that a,
are not Hermitian operators regarding the scalar product
(3.1): ( g„a,1(t2)A(a, 1( „gz), as explicit computations
show. The same negative result holds for /0, also, with
respect to (3.1) [although lo, is certainly Hermitian if
g =(detG)' is replaced by g=gN, 'sin8„but such a
substitution cannot be carried out here]. Fortunately, by
modifying the "naive" operators —a„lo, one can con-
struct new "genuine" quantum variables e„l„which are
indeed Hermitian regarding (3.1) and, so, can be regarded
as acceptable quantum versions of —a, „l, ,
Specifically, one imposes the condition that those
modifications be such that (Q„Bgz)=(BQ&,gz) holds for
any $„$2, when B stands for either e, or l, (say, the
Cartesian components thereof}. Then, after some lengthy
partial integrations, one finds
e, =g ' eo, + (cot8, )us g '~2,S
eo, =
—a, +i fiu, (3.3}
a
eo, 2 =i A —cosO, sing,
cosy
+sin8, sing,
sln8~ Bp~
B. Hamiltonian
=2MD'- 2''g' ""I'"2g
—ie(aya8, )
—ieagaq, )
—ir(axa8„, )
i fi( 8/—Bq&~, )
(3.6)
where II, = —ifiVx . The term kA R is just De
c.m.
Witt's correction. Let g;, i,j =1, . . . , 2(N —1) denote
the elements of the matrix G in (2.3) and let them be re-
garded as a metric in a curved space. Then, R is just the
curvature determined by that metric, through standard
formulas [16,17]. A, is a real dimensionless parameter. As
De Witt pointed out [16], the precise value of A, is the
only ambiguity in the quantum Hamiltonian in curvilin-
ear coordinates, in general. Comparisons with path-
integral representations (closely related among them-
selves, but not exactly equivalent to one another) for the
short-time propagator led [16] to either A, = —,', or I,=+—,'.
See also Schulman [17]. To the present author' s
knowledge, the ambiguity in I, does not seem to have
been settled as yet. Another comment seems in order
here. The conventional justification [15,10,11] for the
quantum Hamiltonian in curvilinear coordinates (with
A, =O) relies upon its coincidence with the standard La-
placian in Cartesian coordinates, when the corresponding
coordinate transformation is performed. Clearly, such a
coincidence (or a search thereof) becomes meaningless
after having imposed the constraints (2.2). Then, the
structure (2g} 'A gG 'A in (3.6) (with A, WO, possibly) is
really an assumption and not the result of a transforma-
tion from Cartesian coordinates. Fortunately, De Witt's
general work on quantum dynamics in curved space [16]
(not restricted to the specific case of the chain) seems to
imply that our assumption in (3.6) is consistent. More-
over, our specific work in this and later sections, based
upon (3.6), the e's and I's and their algebra and the
analysis of the classical limit will confirm that consisten-
cy.
By recalling the transformation which led from (2.5) to
(2.8) and using (3.2), (3.6) can be trivially recast as
By assumption, the quantum-mechanical Hamiltonian0 for the chain is given through the known recipe in cur-
vilinear coordinates [15,10,11], including De Witt s
correction [16). Specifically, by recalling (2.5), it reads
+sinO, cosy,
a
eo, 3 =i A sinO, +cosO,
S
(3.5)
+A% R, (3.7)
1 NH= II, + g (d, d. } '( —at)gC, ( —a )2M ' 2g
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a, =i% ue +(sinO, ) uT . —1 ~ Z (3.8)
N —1
Vo = —,' g [ [b, —2ifiu, —i)ri(cotO, )ue ]C„b,
s, j=1
where C, is the same as in (2.8). The orderings of opera-
tors are crucial and they have been carefully respected
when going from (3.6) to (3.7) and (3.8). Although (3.7)
resembles (2.8), it is still unsatisfactory, since neither
—a„nor —a is Hermitian. Fortunately, by using (3.3),
(3.7) becomes, after some cancellations (e, =g ' [ —a,
+i Au, +i%2 '(cotO, )u ]g', a, =t'A[u (8/88, )
+u„(sinO, ) '(r) /Bg, ) ] ):
N —1
H= II, + —,' g (d, d ) 'e, C, e + VD+k)ri2R,2M
(3.9)
I
+g '[a, (gC„b, )]](d,d, )
b, =i A[u, +2 '(cotO, )ue ]+g ' (eo g '~') .j
(3.10)
Vo, which is of order A, is just a multiplicative function
of ui, . . . , uz, (as it contains no differential operator
which would act upon wave functions}. The interest of
(3.9) is that, except for the "quantum correction"
Vo+XA' R, it does display a satisfactory analogy with
(2.8), as the (Hermitian) e's are the genuine quantum ana-
logs of the —a, 's.
H is a Hermitian operator. This follows easily from ei-
ther (3.6) or (3.9). Moreover, H is bounded below. In
fact, (3.7) yields, for any normalized g((p, 1i))= 1)
N —1
(g, Hg)= (Q II, )I'r)+ f d X, f [du]g —,' g (d d, ) '( —a, g)*C„(—a g)+(g, )(.i)i Rg) .
s, j=1 (3.
1 1)
Since = 6:- in (2.3) should be positive definite, the same
should be true for
IV. ALGEBRA OF COMMUTATORS
AND CORRESPONDENCE PRINCIPLE
N —1
(d, d, ) '( —a, , )C,j( —a, , )
$7 J —1
for all possible values of a, 's, I9's, and y's. Then, the
second term on the right-hand side of (3.11) is non-
negative. Since (Q, II, if))~0 and the matrix 6 is such
that R is bounded above and below, the boundedness
below H follows. All these properties imply that H can
always be regarded as (or, more precisely, extended so as
to be) a self-adjoint operator. This can be fulfilled
through the use of the associated quadratic form
(g„Hgz) and the so-called Friedrichs extension theorem
[11].
The time-dependent Schrodinger equation reads
Hg=ifi a
at
(3.12)
Upon considering P*(Hg } g(H g)', m—ultiplying by
[du]g, integrating over all O„y„and using (3.9), (3.12),
and the Hermiticity of the e's, the continuity equation
follows:
& f Idu]gl@l'= —v„2" f [ du](g l'i(v„q)
—g(Vx )I)*)),
(3.13)
which expresses conservation of probability, etc. We
shall outline the classical limit for (3.12), by setting
li)=
~
p~expi A' 'S, applying (3.9) and keeping only the
dominant terms as A~O. As expected, lim S satisfies
(2.9) as A'~0, and so it can be identified with the classical
action S, .
A. Derivation of the algebra of commutators for e's and I's
We shall study the commutation relations for the
Cartesian components e, , l, ,+=1,2, 3, of the Hermi-
tian operators e„l, (3.3) and (3.4}. By applying also
(2.1), (3.5), and the well-known expressions for lo, in
terms of O„y, [10,11] one gets (a,P, @=1,2, 3;
[A,B]=AB BA)—
[es, a, es, p] lkeaprls r' [ls, a, es, p]=lReapre r's
[ l, , l, p] =i lie p l,
(4.1)
(4.2)
Any two operators carrying different values of the sub-
script s commute with each other. The set (4.1) and (4.2)
goes over the set (2.11) and (2.12) by means of the re-
placement ih '[A, B]~[A„B,], in agreement with the
correspondence principle [9] (about which more will be
said in Sec. IV 8). This also shows, a posteriori, that the
introduction of e„l, through (3.3) and (3.4) is consistent.
The set constitutes a Lie algebra; its mathematical char-
acterization will be carried out elsewhere.
The set (4. 1) and (4.2) is reminiscent of the so(4) alge-
bra for the hydrogen atom [11,18]. The latter algebra is
formed by the Cartesian components of the orbital angu-
lar momentum and of the Runge-Lenz vector (which
would be the counterpart of e). However, both algebras
are not completely identical: their differences arise from
global signs on the right-hand sides of (4.1). The so(4)
algebra does not correspond entirely (but only partially)
to geometrical symmetries for the hydrogen atom, and so
it is regarded as a signal of a dynamical symmetry. It is,
by now, unclear whether (2.11) and (2.12) and (4.1) and
(4.2) may indicate some sort of dynamical symmetry for
the freely jointed chain.
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B. Time evolution of (tg, 1, g) and (g, e, g)
Let A„represent any Cartesian component of 1„,e„. For any normalized tP fulfilling (3.12), one has
N —1
(Q, A„Q)=(fili '[H, A„]g)= Pili ' —g (d, d, ) 'e, C„e,, A„Q +q. c.dt ' ' ' ' " ' 2„.
q c =. (.P, inert '[Vo+A, fi R, A„]P) .
(4.3)
+ [P,—(cos8)P, ]2,2I, (sin8) (4.4}
where I, ,I3 are moments of inertia; 0, y, and y are suit-
able Euler angles; and P& „P~„and P~, are the corre-
sponding conjugate classical momenta. The quantum
Hamiltonian for the symmetric top is [Pi = i'(aia—~),
A, =8,q, y]
Notice that q.c. (the "quantum correction") is a function
of u„. . . , uz & simply, and so it does not contain
differential operators acting on wave functions. In agree-
ment with the correspondence principle [9—11]: (i) the
structure of (4.2) is formally analogous, term by term, to
that of (2.13), except for q.c.; (ii) in the classical (A'~0)
limit, q.c. tends to zero (as Vo+ AA' R is of order iri ), and
so (4.1}appears to go over (2.13), term by term.
We stress that the existence of q.c. in (4.3) does not
spoil its basic analogy with (2.13) and, hence, the
correspondence principle. Actually, a related "quantum
correction, " also arising basically from the specific order-
ing of noncommuting operators in the quantum Hamil-
tonian, also occurs in other cases, as we shall exemplify
with the symmetric top. We recall that the Hamiltonian
(the kinetic energy) for the classical symmetric top is [19]
1 2 1Hsz; Pe + P2I) ' 2I3
V. PROPERTIES OF THE QUANTUM-MECHANICAL
VARIABLES
A. Some further representations of the algebra {4.1) and (4.2)
One can show that (4.1) and (4.2) are also satisfied if
1, is substituted by the Cartesian components lo, of lo,
and, at the same time, e, is replaced, respectively, by (i)
eo, ~, (ii) —a, (the Cartesian components of —a, ), or
(iii) ilo, Mo. reover, the algebra (4.1) and (4.2) is also
fulfilled by the Cartesian components of (iv) lo, and
eo, +A'A, u, for any real A, , (v) 2 'Pier and
i 2 'fitr, tr = ( o „oz, o 3) being the standard Pauli ma-
trices. These five possibilities provide (presumably only a
small) part of the set of all further representations for
(4.1) and (4.2) besides that given in (3.3) and (3.4). It is
not guaranteed that the dynamical variable e„as given
by (3.1) and (3.2) is self-adjoint, even if it is hermitian
(while H and 1, share both properties). That suspicion is
suggested by the fact that (4.1) and (4.2) allows for repre-
sentations for the e's by operators and matrices that are
not self-adjoint.
B. FURTHER RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN l, and e,
Equations (3.3) and (3.4) imply
1 1Hsr . Ps—{(sin8)P& }+ P2I, sin8 2r,
+
z [Pr —(cos8)P~]
1
2I, (sin8) (4.5)
e, l, =l,e, =0, e, —l, =A (5.1)
which are the quantum analogs of (2.14) (again with
"quantum corrections"). The first set of Eqs. (4.1) can
also be interpreted as the statement that c, is an irreduc-
ible first-order tensor operator, relative to 1, .
The scalar product is
(y„y, )=f d8sin8f dydy P*, (t;8,y, y)fi(t;8, y, y),0 0
and so the actual g has been taken (up to an overall harm-
less constant) as sin8. Thus (4.5) also agrees with the re-
cipe for "curved-space" quantization, in terms of 0, y, y.
We now take Pz, and Pz as the counterparts of A, , and
A, . The quantum correction for the actual symmetric
top, namely, the specific term that appears in
(Q, Peg) =(f,i%—'[Hsr, Ps]f)
but does not have an analog in Pii, = [Hsr „Pe,] is easi-
ly seen to be
—(f,i' '(2I, ) '[P~((sin8) '(Pssin8))]P&f) .
This "quantum correction" also approaches zero as
A~O.
C. Study of the modi6ed orbital angular momentum
The operators l„s= 1, . . . , N 1, as given by (—3.4), do
constitute orbital angular momenta, relative to the scalar
product (3.1), and so 1, and 1, 3 can be diagonalized
simultaneously. Hence, well-known general results
[10,11) about eigenvalues and eigenvectors in the stan
dard theory of angular momentum (namely, the one cor-
responding to g =g, :,'sin8, ) also hold for the actual 1,
and 1, 3 [with g =(detG)' ]. However, due to the struc-
ture of (3.4), some specific formulas for lo, cannot be tak-
en over directly for 1„but they require certain
modifications. We shall give some characteristic results
for 1, (which differ from those for lo, ), omitting deriva-
tions.
{a)The result
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I =g ' I +A' (cot8 ) as Os '
ao,
being the modified spherical harmonics (5.6), for suitable
choices of Bi,Bz out of e, , I, . By using (4.1) and (4.2),
(5.8), and (5.4), one finds
—4 '(cot8, )' —2 ' g ' (S.2) Ae, Ae, 3 0, b, l, hl, 3~0, +=1,2 (5.9)
Ae, Al, ~0, a=1,2, 3
(b} Raising (+) and lowering ( —) operators
I,+=g '/ %exp(+ip, ) +
ao,
+(cot8, ) i + — g12
(5.3)
be &be 2~2 'fi M, , bl &bi &~2 'A M, . (5 10)
Thus, the pairs of variables related by an inequality like
(5.9) [(5.10)] can (cannot) be measured simultaneously
with arbitrary accuracy, in the above state, according to
the standard probabilistic interpretation in quantum
mechanics [9—11].
E. Simultaneous diagonalization of e, 3 I 3
(c) Modified spherical harmonics:
m =M„ for simplicity),
= —I, —I+1, . . . , +I (YI' being a
harmonics}:
(Yi (8, tp, ) (I=L„
l=0, 1,2, . . . , m
standard spherical
I, YI =A' l(l + 1)Yp, I, 3 Yl = firn Yp, (5.4)
YI(8 @ ) —(2~2) —(N —2)/2g —1/2( 8 )1/2Yl(8 ) (5 5)
YP(8,y, ) = [(I+m )!/[(21)!(I—m )!]I '/
X(l, )™Yl(8,tp, ),
+ oo +1
YI (8,p, )YI (8,'t,')
1=0m = —1
=g '5l8, —8,')5(q&, —q,') .
(5.6)
(5.7)
The composition or "vector addition" of
Y, '(8,q, ), . . . , YI '(8~,y~, ), annihilated by
N —i sg, :,'I, +, is (g ' ) g, :,'Y I'(8, y, ), instead of
N —1
,
Y&'(8,p, ). Further composed states are obtained
s
upon applying g+, 'I, , finding new functions orthogo-
nal to the previous ones, etc. We omit details. All such
functions may be useful in order to carry out variational
and perturbative studies of the set of eigenvalues of
H,„=H—(2M) 'll, . Such a set is expected to be
discrete and denumerably infinite.
D. Uncertainty relations
Notice that YP(8,y, ) also depends on all other
8„,q&„,r&s, through g, but for simplicity the latter depen-
dences have not been made exphcit. Let P, ,i =1,2 de-
pend only on u&, . . . , uz &, but not on X, , and let us
introduce an internal scalar product as
(P„g2);„=f [du]gg*, &2. One has
( Yi, YI );„=5(I 5~ ~, ( YI, I, Yp);„=0, a=1,2 .
(5.8)
Besides diagonalizing I, , l, 3 as in Sec. V C, other
possibilities exist. Specifically, we shall explore suc-
cinctly the one based upon the common eigenfunctions
g(cr„M, I of e, 3, 1, ,(M, =0,+1,+2, . . . ): e, &f(o„M, )
=Arr, i1/(O'„M, ), I, 3$(o„M, )=fiM, Q(o„M, ). One finds
tP(o'„M, ) =$0(g sin8, ) ' expi [ —o, in[tan(2 '8, )]
+M, g, ], (5.11)
being an arbitrary function of
X, , u, , . . . , u, &, u, +&, . . . , uz &. o., is an arbitrary
real number. Notice that, for fixed
X, ,u„. . . , u, „u,+,, . . . , u~ „g(o„M,) is not
square integrable in 8„ fod 8,g ~P(o „M, ) ~ = + ~, due
to the singularities at 0, =0,~. For this reason, the func-
tions f(cr„M, ) are expected to be far less convenient
than the above modified spherical harmonics, regarding
the determination of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of
H;„. One also expects that the classical limit corresponds
to large values of cr„M, .
VI. THE CASK N =3
IN TWO SPATIAL DIMENSIONS
As an example, we shall analyze a simple, but not trivi-
al, case. Let N =3, with equal masses m;=m, i =1,2, 3
and equal "bond" lengths d, =d, s =1,2, in two spatial di-
mensions.
A. Classical model
The classical kinetic energy, before imposing (2.2),
reads
T, =(3m/2)X, +(m/3)(y, +yz+y, y2) .
In planar polar coordinates, and after having imposed
(2.2), one has y, =du„y, =de, u, and the analogs of
(2.1) and (2.3) are now
The uncertainty of the X, independent quantum
variable B in the X, -independent and normalized state
tP (($, 11 );„=1) is b,B = [(g,B g);„—(i1/, BP);„]'/ . We
shall apply the general uncertainty relation AB, AB2
~2 '~(i', [B,, B2]g),„~ to the case g= YL '(8, ), the Y's
cos+~
u
sing,
sings
cos+
2md
3 2 'cos(y~ —y, )
s=1 2
2 'cos(y2 —y, ) (6.1)
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The analogs of (2.5), (2.6) and (2.8) are
H, = nz, +H„„, p=[4—[cos(y, —y, )]']-',1 (6.2)
H, ;„=(md ) '3p(~, +H, —cos(yz —y, )m. ,m, )
=(mdz) '3p [(—air, )( —ai, )+ ( —az, )( —az, ) —2 '[( —az, )( —a, , )+ ( —a, , )( —az, )]],
as, c Uy ~y, c
(6.3}
(6.4)
Let a. . .a=1,2 be the Cartesian components of a, ,
The Poisson brackets are
Ia, , „a..z] =m, , Ia, , „m
yo and 40 being initial data at the initial time to. I., and
H, ;„are constant.
=as, c, z [~g„e as, e, z] =a, , i (6.5) B. Quantization
It is curious to see that the equations of motion for the
actual model can be integrated completely, a simplifying
feature that should not be expected for the general case
treated in Sec. II A. We shall disregard II, „which is
trivially conserved. The classical Hamilton equations of
motion y, =BH, ;„/Bm „~,= BH, ;„/B—y, together
with the change of variables,
yz yl, 4=2 '(y+yz)
We shall now quantize the model described in Sec.
VI A by applying suitably the procedure described in Sec.
III. We shall assume that the microscopic particles are
nonidentical (even if they have the same mass), in order
to avoid possible subtleties related to either indistin-
guishability or anyonic features in two spatial dimensions
[20]. The scalar product of two arbitrary wave functions
p;=ll;(t, X, y, yz}, i =1,2 (periodic in both y, yz, with
period 2m } is
give
—1L, =n.„,+n, , l, =2 (~~,—sr~, ),
L, =O, 4=(2md ) '3p(2 —cosy)L, ,
y=(md ) '6p(2 —cosy)l, ,
(6.6) (Pi, gati'z)= fd'X..f"dy, dyzgy*, qz,
g=(detG) =3 md p
The analogs of (3.2) —(3.4) are
(6.10)
plus another equation for l„which will not be needed, as
we shall see [see (6.8)]. The first equation (6.7) implies
that I., is conserved, which is not surprising, as it is pre-
cisely the total angular momentum (about an axis orthog-
onal to the plane in which the motions occur). The fact
that energy is conserved (H;„,=0), (6.3) and (6.7) give,
finally,
a =US —iA By
e, =eo, —2 iA'u
B lng
' Bys
(6.11)
l, =l, (y)=(2—cosy)'~ I3 'md H, ;„
—[4(2+cosy)] 'L, ] '~z,
zf 0' dy (2 cosy )
~o l, (y')
C, -Co=4 1L. ~ dq' 2-cos
mo l, (y')(2+cosy'}
(6.8)
(6.9)
eo, =
—a, +2 'iAU, ,
= —iA —2B i. Bing
+s By
(6.12)
Notice that the notation m is used here, instead of l, 3.
S
The analogs of (3.6) and (3.7) are
H =(2M ) 'll, +H,„,
2
H;„=—3iiiz(md g i g gp —2
=1 ~V'S O'S
a a a a
B
gpcos(yz —yi} B + B gpcos(yz —yi) +Afi R
(6.13)
2
=3(md g) ' g ( —a, }gp( —a, }—2 '[( —a", )gp( —az)+( —az)gp( —a, )] +'limni R, (6.14)
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with —a, = —i h'(B/By, )u, s = 1,2. Using the elements
s
g," of the matrix G (6.1) as a metric, a rather lengthy cal-
culation gives the curvature R =18(md ) 'cos(y2
—y] )/2. Some integrations by parts confirm that e„]r
and H are Hermitian operators with respect to the scalar
product (6.10). One can also express H;„as the counter-
part of (3.9), that is, in terms of e s, but this will be omit-
ted, as it will be not necessary. The Cartesian com-
ponents e, , a = 1,2 of e, fulfill the analog of (4.1):
[e, , e, 2]= i'~—, [e, , ir ]= ice,—2,
[e, 3, ~ ]=ice, ]
(6.15)
One can show that the Lie algebra (6.15) is also satisfied if
e, , e, z and rr are replaced, respectively, by (i) either
ep, , ep, 2 (the Cartesian components of ep, ) and
—i'(B/By, ], (ii) —a, ], —a, ~ (the Cartesian components
of a, ) and —i]]1(8 /By, ), or (iii) ep, , + ]]1]]tcosy„
ep 2 +A]]t sing„i—I]( B/By, ) for any real p. The commu-
tation relations (6.15) are, precisely, those for the Lie
algebra of so(2, 1). They have also appeared in model
studies of independent-particle systems having collective
properties [21].
The eigenfunctions of ~ (the actual analogs of the
S
modified spherical harmonics in Sec. V C) are easily seen
to be ]/jpg ' expiM, y„where M, =0,+1,+2, . . . , and
]/jp may depend, at most, on y, , s'Ws.
Using the first two Eqs. (6.6), H;„can be easily cast
into the form
3' 1
4(2+cosy) B+
L
21 B ]g2 d ]y2 cosy
2 cos+ P P 2
+AR2R .
By
(6.16)
Notice a simplifying feature: the functions multiplying
B /B4, B /By, and B/By in (6.16) are singularity free in
O~y &2'.
The total angular momentum is L =~ +~
iR(B/—BC]), which is the quantum analog of L, (Sec.
VI A) and commutes with H;„. Hence, the time-
independent internal (X, -independent) wave function
can be factorized as
]/r( y]yz) =expiM„, @q(y),
with M„,=O, +1,+2, . . . , and
(H;„E;„)]/(y—]y2) =(L —M„, )]/(y]y2) =0 .
The determination of q(y) and of the energy eigenvalue
E;„appears to require variational or perturbation
methods.
The complete integrability of the classical model (Sec.
VI A) together with (6.8) and (6.9) and the fact that L, is
a constant of motion allow for the applicability of Bohr-
Sommerfeld-Wilson (BSW) quantization rules to the ap-
proximate evaluation of E;„. The semiclassical BSW
rules give (/] =2']]1):
d+L, =n+h, dyI, y =n h, 6 17
0 0
nc, and n„being non-negative integers. If (6.17) are ex-
pected to be approximately reliable, both n+ and n
should be large. One has L, =n+fi, consistently with the
allowed values for M, , On the other hand, an exact
evaluation of the second integral in (6.17) seems to be
hopeless. However a rather gross estimate of that in-
tegral proceeds by approximating 2+cosy by 2 in (6.8).
Then, one gets the following approximate quantized for-
mula for E;„:
VII. DISTINGUISHABILITY
VERSUS INDISTINGUISHABILITY
IN A QUANTUM CHAIN
AND STATISTICAL MECHANICS
Let us suppose that all atoms in the chain are identical,
so that m, =m, i =1, . . . , N, d, =d, s =1, . . . , N —1.
The very existence of the constraints (2.2), which force all
identical atoms 1,2, . . . , N to lie successively along a
chain, destroys unavoidably and permanently their indis-
tinguishability, if not completely, at least to a very large
extent, as we shall see. Take N=3 atoms and imagine
three simultaneous measurements of their positions at
time t, which, by assumption, yield, as results, x„xb,x„
with lxb —x, l = lx, —xt, l =d, lx, —x, lWd. By assump-
tion, all experimental uncertainties in lxb x, li
and x, —x, l either vanish (consistently with the ex-
istence of the constraints) or are much smaller than d.
Which atom is at each of those positions? Clearly, the
only possibilities are (i) atom 1 is at x]=x, and atom 3 is
at x3=x„or (ii) atom 1 is at x]=x, and atom 3 is at
x3=x, (atom 2 being at x2=xb in both cases). Other pos-
sibilities are distinguishable and thus excluded by the
very existence of (2.2) (lx], —x, l =d, etc. ), but cases (i)
and (ii) are indistinguishable from each other. Conse-
quently, and invoking general quantum-mechanical ideas
about identical particles, if the atoms are bosons (fer-
mions), their wave function
]/i] ( t, x],x3, x3 ) = ]/]( t,X,ll ],U2 )
fulfills
]]/( ti X] i X&23X) q+]( t3 iXiX3]i)X( /]( ]3t&i XX]3)i )X
in
3 fi fi
n~+ n„
md
(6.18)
Upon applying similar arguments for any E, the wave
function ]/](t, X, , u], . . . , uz ]) for a quantum chain
made up of N identical atoms fulfills
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f(t,Xc,ul, u2, ~, UN 1)
=5/(t, X, , —uN, , —u2, —u, ), (7.1)
where 5= + 1 ( —1) for bosons (fermions). In the
remainder of this section, let fp =fp (ul, . . . , uN 1) be
some normalized wave function in which both the t and
the X, dependences have been factored out
[($0,$0 );„=1]. a denotes a set of "quantum num-
bers. " $0 may or may not be an eigenfunction of
H II, —/2M and it does not fulfill (7.1). for instance,
for N=3, $0 could correspond to
L (6)1+1)YL
(ll —+&2 )[g YL,
,
(81pl)YL '(82p2)], etc. (compare
with the last paragraph in Sec. V C), up to suitable nor-
malization factors. The important point is that the physi-
cally acceptable wave functions fulfilling (7.1) are
0 (Ul UN —1)= n [eo (Ul U2 UN —1)
+5/pa( UN 1, . . . , U2, Ul )]
(7.2)
I
for both 5=+ 1 and —1 (bosons and fermions, respec-
tively). n is a suitable normalization factor, associated to
the peculiar statistics (7.2), which ensures that(P,g );„=1. We shall now suppose that the set of all
g 's, as given through (7.2), becomes a complete ortho-
normal one regarding the dependences on u„. . . , uz
as a varies in its allowed range. Let us now assume that
N is very large and that the quantized chain of identical
atoms is at thermodynamical equilibrium at absolute tem-
perature T. Then, the quantum partition function is (k21
being Boltzmann's constant)
Tr exp[ —(ktl T) '(H —II, /2M)]
= g f [du]gg'exp[ —(ktlT) '(H II, —/2M))g
(7.3)
H being given in (3.7). Notice that the statistical behav-
ior is associated with the large number of internal degrees
of freedom but not with the motion of the center of mass.
Let all identical particles in the chain now be regarded
as classical. Then, for a very large chain in thermo-
dynamical equilibrium, the classical partition function is
N —1 N —1[dII, ]= g d d, [d ]= g d8, dy,
s=1 s=1
Z, =(2m%) 'N "I[du][dII, ]exp[ —(k~T) '][H, —(2M) 'II, , ] . (7.4)
Notice that no factor [(N —1)!] ' has been included in
(7.4), as we shall justify below. Other classical ap-
proaches [23] to molecular chains (like DNA) using clas-
sical partition functions different from ours also excluded
those "Boltzmann counting" factors.
Even if a detailed analysis of the classical high-
temperature limit for (7.3) lies outside the scope of the
present work, the following remarks will suSce to estab-
lish the absence of the Boltzmann counting factor
[(N —1)!] ' in (7.4). In that regime [say, for
k21 T)A' (2md ) '] the right-hand side of (7.3) should go
over that of (7.4) consistently as in the simpler case of the
rotational partition function of a diatome molecule [4].
The key point to be emphasized here is that no factor
[(N —1)!] ' can now appear at any stage. In turn, the
reason is that the correctly symmetrized wave function
for the actual quantized chain appearing in (7.3) re-
quires only two terms for any N, and, hence, the normal-
izing factor n does not grow as N increases, as (7.2) indi-
cates correctly. This peculiarity is in sharp contrast with
the usual recipe for N free atoms in a quantum gas, where
an adequately syrnmetrized sum over Nt permutations
and, hence, a factor (N!) ' in the corresponding classical
partition function are needed [22,4]. Like in the latter,
one also expects that in the classical high-temperature
limit complete distinguishability is established and,
hence, that only one of the two possibilities in (7.2) con-
tributes. Then, the right-hand side of (7.4) should have
an additional factor n, , but the latter has been disregard-
I
ed, as it does not grow with N and, hence, its inhuence
disappears completely for large N. The quantitative
study (omitted here) about how (7.3) becomes (7.4) would
(i) use the functions YL introduced in Sec. VC (and,
eventually, their composed states and linear superposi-
tions thereof), (ii) display cancellations among various
factors g +—' contained in the YL 's and the factor g in
(3.1), and (iii) be based upon the replacement of quantum
by classical variables (by neglecting the noncommutativi-
ty of the former as Pi~0). It is easy to check that (7.3)
becomes indeed (7.4) in the classical limit through the
above steps (i) —(iii) in the special case treated in Sec. VI
[namely, for (6.14) and (6.3)].
Equation (7.4) is believed to provide a less realistic
description of a polymer than a classical partition func-
tion in which the rigid bonds considered here are re-
placed by stiff springs. A wide digression about these is-
sues will be presented in Sec. VIII A. In spite of such a
limitation, a summary of several consequences of (7.4)
and their relationship to polymers may have a certain
methodological interest. Let us add, for a while, external
stretching forces (0,0, f) and (0,0,f) acting u—pon xN
and x1, respectively and, accordingly, let
—(k&T) 'df g, 1'cos9, be included in Boltzmann's ex-
ponential factor in the classical distribution (7.4). Then,
Z, =exp[ —(k21T) 'G, ], G, =G, (T,f) being the classical
Gibbs free energy. The classical Helmholtz free energy
A, = A, (T,D) is given through A, =fD+G„
BG, /Bf = D, BA, /r)D=f. D—is interpreted here as a
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measure of the end-to-end distance in the chain, when
both stretching forces act. The classical entropy (S, ) and
internal energy (U, ) are S, = —(BA, /r)T)D,
U, = 3,+ TS, . One can prove directly that the equipar-
tition principle, namely, U, =k~T(N —1) holds exactly.
Under suitable approximations [specifically, by approxi-
mating the determinant of the matrix in (2.5) by
(Q, :,'sin8, ) ], one can show that when fd « k~ T, then
two end atoms [given through (7.6) and Boltzmann's rela-
tion]. On the other hand, in the probabilistic approach
[1—4,24), the Gaussian or Wiener s distribution for any
pair of atoms has indeed been obtained, but, thus far, the
thermodynamical functions [like the equipartition princi-
ple or the T-dependent contribution to S, in the right-
hand side of (7.6)] have not.
f=3Dk—~T[d (N —1)] as,
aD (7.5)
VIII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
A. Discussion
S, —= k~(N —1) 1+in
8vrkz Tmd
(2n.A)
k~D
2d(N —1)
(7.6)
The last term on the right-hand side of (7.6) coincides ex-
actly with the D-dependent contribution to the entropy of
a polymer, as given in Kuhn's kinetic theory of rubber
elasticity [24]. By using (7.6) and Boltzmann's relation,
S, =kzln &, one can introduce the probability (W) for the
end-to-end distance in the polymer, in thermodynamical
equilibrium at temperature T, to be D. Clearly, W is
Gaussian. It is interesting to compare the above classical
statistical mechanics for (2.8) with the probabilistic ap-
proach (basically, the random fiight model [1—4], Kuhn's
related kinetic theory [24], etc.). In the former, all ther-
rnodynamical functions were determined explicitly once a
suitable approximation for the determinant appearing in
the evaluation (via Gaussian integration) of (7.4) was
used. However, it does not seem easy to derive from (7.4)
(with stretching forces included) a probabilistic distribu-
tion (like the Gaussian one or Wiener's one) for an arbi
trary pair of atoms in the chain, besides the one for the
Both (7.5) mean that the entropy decreases upon stretch-
ing, a property conventionally referred to as "rubber elas-
ticity" [4,24]. We recall that the linearity between f and
Dk~T[d (N 1)] ' —turns out to be approximately valid
for polymers [4,24]. The calculations yielding the
equipartition principle and (7.5) are entirely similar to
those outlined elsewhere [25] for a related (but somewhat
different) model, which corresponds, formally, to the re-
placement of the 3 X 3 matrix C, (dependent on
u, , . . . , u~, ) by the constant 2, ' in turn, the latter are
the elements of the matrix A, the inverse of A ', which
appeared in T„Sec. IIA. For brevity, we shall omit
those calculations. We believe that (BS/D)T &0 may
hold in more general situations. The above analysis sug-
gests that the chain be regarded as composed by a very
large number of independent elements (namely, the N —1
"bonds" between successive particles), subject to thermal
motion. In turn, the above equipartition principle
displays a basic property of a polymer, namely, that at a
given temperature, the energy needed to add one element
to the system is constant [3]. The approximations yield-
ing (7.5) are similar to those discussed by Go and Schera-
ga [26]. See those authors and Fixman [7], for further
drscussron.
The same approximation yielding (7.5) also gives
In principle, one expects that a model including vibra-
tions should provide a better description of a molecular
chain than another one without them. We remind the
reader that, consistent with the Born-Oppenheimer philo-
sophy, typical energies for individual internal rotations
(about single bonds) are, at least, one order of magnitude
smaller than those for vibrations (implying, say, bond
stretching), at least at room temperatures. Alternatively,
angular variables describing internal rotations evolve
very slowly compared to those for vibrations. Then, for
small energy (or room-temperature) phenomena, one ex-
pects physically that one can deal only with the relevant
degrees of freedom, which are those pertaining to the
slow internal rotations, and, so omit the vibrational ones.
See, in this connection, the distinction between soft (slow)
and hard (fast) variables made by Go and Scheraga [26].
Actually, some general features of their discussion can be
taken over almost directly to the actual case: rotation an-
gles (bond lengths) are regarded as soft (hard) variables.
The fixing of bond lengths and the direct restriction,
from the outset, to angles for internal rotations are not
the end of the story. Various calculations on the classical
statistical mechanics of polymers with both rigid bonds
and links modeled by very stiff springs have given rise to
a controversy [27—29]. Further works shed more light
[30—35] and it was considered that at the classical level
the stiff spring computation [28] is more realistic than the
one using rigid links [27]. Closely related to this
viewpoint, a conventional wisdom emerged, which can be
summarized as follows: (i) the best description of the ac-
tual molecular chain should be provided through a
quantum-mechanical treatment; (ii) specifically, one
should start with a quantized chain with Aexible but stiff
springs and, then take the limit in which the force con-
stants become very large; (iii) at a later stage, one could
proceed to the classical limit. The main trouble regard-
ing this philosophy is practical: it turns out to be very
difficult to carry through a treatment according to both
(i) and (ii), unless a number of approximations are made,
the validity of which is rather difficult to control. Thus,
as Rallison [32] points out, the large quantum zero-point
energies of the constrained degrees of freedom due to the
very stiff springs may depend in general on the remaining
unconstrained coordinates (regarded as classical). If such
variations are taken into account, the subsequent analysis
may be quite difficult, whereas if they are not, the result-
ing approximations are difficult to assess. Moreover [32],
if those quantum zero-point energies are sufficiently large
(as they will eventually become, for suitably large force
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constants), it may be necessary to treat the remaining un-
constrained coordinates through quantum mechanics as
well, a fact which may add even greater difficulties.
In the past, several works analyzed the possibility of
treating constraints in quantum mechanics by introduc-
ing the potential that is responsible for that constraint
[36—38]. The purpose was to find out, when the con-
straining potential becomes very large, a unique
Schrodinger equation regarding the unconstrained coor-
dinates. To this author's knowledge, the most general
analysis was carried out by da Costa [36]: he found that
a unique Schrodinger equation is arrived at if a certain
"geometrical condition" [namely, Eq. (3) in his work] is
fulfilled. Otherwise, different quantum-mechanical
descriptions in the unconstrained coordinates are ob-
tained. The other works [37,38] refer to simpler situa-
tions in which the geometrical condition [36] is fulfilled
and, so, a unique Schrodinger equation (with well-defined
curvature terms) is obtained. It appears that the various
vectors u, and u&, u in Eq. (2.1) do not fulfill da Costa's
S S
geometrical condition [36]. This fact could be (more or
less loosely) related to the term iifi R in (3.6) (De Witt's
correction).
In previous works [25,39], we have carried out a
quantum-mechanical study of vibrations in a molecular
chain, in the limit of large frequencies (in spherical polar
coordinates); that is, from the standpoint of the accepted
wisdom referred to above. Such an analysis, in the Born-
Oppenheimer fashion, led to the quantum Hamiltonian
(up to an additive finite constant),
N —1
(2M) 'IIz +2 ' g (d„d ) 'eo eo A„=H',
s,j=1
which is similar to (3.9), with three important differences:
(a) instead of the functions C,J, one finds the constants
A, , which are the elements of the matrix A (the inverse
of A ' which, in turn, appeared in T„Sec.II A); (b) eo
(3.3) appears instead of e; (c) neither Vo nor A,fi R con-
tributes. In turn, the classical limit H,' of H' is similar to
(2.8), again with C» replaced by A, . Thus, such an ap-
proach [25,39], which starts directly from the quantum
situation, and the one pursued in the present work [which
originates in the classical constrained situation (2.2)] lead
to similar but not exactly identical results. They also
yield partially identical results in classical statistical
mechanics, as commented upon in Sec. VII (but not fully
identical, since their exact classical partition functions
can easily be shown to be different from each other). A
partially unsatisfactory feature in the calculation [25,39]
was its variational character: that was the way and the
price for bypassing Rallison's warning that the exact
"quantum zero-point energies may depend on the uncon-
strained energies" [32]. That limitation as well as some
appealing features (like the appearance of the eo's and
their closed algebra of commutators with lo's) [39] indi-
cated the interest and the convenience of carrying
through an analysis with rigid links, as given in the
present work.
We emphasize that the quantization method con-
sidered here follows the same philosophy as the one ap-
plied to the symmetric top [19,40]. In fact, the latter did
start from classical mechanics for a rigid body (instead of
froin very stiff quantum oscillators), and it has allowed
one to treat several molecules like CH3Cl, C2H4,
C2H6, . . . . Anyway, the peculiarities of the present
work rely, most specifically, on the special properties
(closed algebras, etc.) satisfied by the dynamical variables
used (transverse momenta, etc.) Even if the quantization
of the chain with rigid links does not coincide exactly
with the quantum study based on very stiff springs (which
is physically more acceptable), the former still has a cer-
tain interest since (a) it can be carried out, while the stiff-
spring quantum analysis is, in general, very difficult and,
so, the former could serve as a guide for the latter; (b)
both procedures may be expected to lead to several quali-
tatively or formally similar results (like, for instance, the
closed algebras for transverse momenta); (c) their quanti-
tative differences, although not necessarily small, could,
perhaps, be not too large generally (compare with the
comments made by Van Kampen [31]).
In order to justify even further the interest in
quantum-mechanical studies about internal rotations in
small molecules, we recall that such treatments (together
with quantum-statistical-mechanical ones) have already
been carried out; for instance, in ethanelike molecules
[41] (each being regarded as two tops rotating indepen-
dently about a certain common axis), tetramethyl-
methane [42]. Moreover, those quantum-mechanical
analyses were extended to a wider class of molecules, also
consisting of rigid frameworks in which (symmetric and
even unsymmetric) tops were attached [43].
Throughout this work we have made the simplifying
assumption that all internal rotations are completely
unhindered. Thus bond angles have not been held fixed,
but are treated as independent variables; in other words,
they have not been regarded as hard variables but as soft
ones. A shortcoming of such an assumption is the follow-
ing: in various cases of physical interest [24,4], the po-
tential energies associated with the variations of bond an-
gles could be comparable to vibrational energies. In or-
der to justify, a posteriori, that assumption as a zeroth-
order approximation, we shall add further arguments.
First, we remind the reader that in any molecular chain
(including hindered rotations for the bond angles), there
is some length dpL called persistent length, having the
following basic property [24]: any two atoms in the chain
separated by a distance d' larger than dpL are freely
jointed, that is, they are capable of performing fully
unhindered rotations independent of one another (while
they behave as a rigid rod if d'~dpL). Then, our freely
jointed chain with unhindered rotations and, say, fixed
distance d between "neighboring atoms" always has a po-
tential usefulness since it turns out to be equivalent to
another physical chain with (i) fixed bond length dpH be-
tween real neighboring atoms; (ii) hindered rotations for
bond angles; and (iii) persistent length dpL, with
dpH & dpL =d. Second, the freely jointed chain is of a
conceptual interest, since it has led to the biggest and
tightest mathematical structure for the molecular chain,
namely, to the (largest) sets of algebraic relations [(2.11),
(2.12), (4.1) and (4.2)] for the relevant classical and quan-
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turn variables. Then, by invoking the existence of hin-
dered rotations and keeping the bond angles fixed at a
later stage, one would search for suitable variables and,
eventually, for a more reduced mathematical structure
(that is, for necessarily smaller sets of algebraic relations
corresponding to (2.11), (2.12), (4.1) and (4.2).
B. Conclusions
In spite of the various limitations discussed in Sec.
VIII A, this work contains results and features that may
have a certain physical interest. They are the following:
(1) The classical theory of the freely rotating chain is
formulated in terms of —a, 's and I, 's. A closed alge-
bra has been obtained for the Poisson brackets of the
Cartesian components of those variables.
(2) In order to quantize the chain (in three spatial di-
mensions), the scalar product and the quantum Hamil-
tonian H have been constructed, using spherical polar
coordinates, in the framework of curved-space quantiza-
tion. The quantum analogs e and I of —a, and 1~,
have been obtained. We stress that I can be consistently
regarded as the quantum orbital angular momentum for
the jth "bond, " even if its detailed expression in terms of
angles differs from the standard formulas [10,11]. It has
been shown that I and e are Hermitian and that H is
self-adj oint.
(3) The commutators of the Cartesian components of e
and l have been shown to close a Lie algebra.
(4) The consistency (via the correspondence principle)
between the classical and the quantum theories is estab-
lished. In spite of the technical complications that have
arisen in the quantum expressions, similar structures
have been found for (i) the Hamiltonians H„and H, (ii)
the algebras of Poisson brackets and commutators, (iii)
relationships between —a, and I, and between e and
I, and (iv) the time evolutions of —a „ I, , and of
(P,e t)r) and (g, l f) Except f.or (ii), some quantum
corrections have been found that disappear as A~O.
Moreover, the classical limit of the Schrodinger equation
has been shown to yield the Hamilton-Jacobi one. A
quantum continuity equation for the motion of the
center-of-mass has been obtained.
(5) Modified spherical harmonics, associated with the
modified lj (induced by the nonstandard scalar product)
have been constructed. Uncertainty relations for e and
I have been discussed. Simultaneous eigenfunctions of
e 3 and I, 3 have been found and discussed.
(6) An interesting example for N =3 particles in two
spatial dimensions has been worked out in some detail.
The corresponding classical model turned out to be com-
pletely integrable, while the quantum one was separable.
The energy eigenvalues for the latter have been obtained
approximately, in the regime of large quantum numbers,
via semiclassical methods.
(7) The very existence of the constraints (2.2) implies
that a quantum chain made up of identical particles has
indistinguishability properties, which differ from the usu-
al ones for X free quantum particles. This fact implies
that the classical partition function for the chain lacks
any "Boltzmann counting" factor (like [(N —I)!] ).
This feature may hold when other internal forces are also
acting in the macromolecules or in other models based on
stiff springs at the quantum level (in the framework of the
conventional wisdom referred to in Sec. VIII A). Such a
property and, at the classical level, other ones (like the
exact validity of the equipartition principle and some ap-
proximate rubber elasticity features) may be of interest as
well, at least methodologically.
The structure (3.9) and the Lie algebra (4. 1) and (4.2)
have been used mainly in order to provide powerful con-
sistency tests for the quantization procedure, although
several additional applications of them have also been
made (Sec. V) or suggested (Sec. VII). The possibility
that (3.9), (4.1) and (4.2) may lead to a more detailed un-
derstanding of eigen values and eigenfunctions of H
stands as an open problem.
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